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The film stars Kane Hodder, Mykelti Williamson, Tony Todd, and Ray Wise. It was released on November 13, 2010, in the United
States and Canada by Screen Gems. The film follows Frank the Butcher and his gang of teenage cannibals as they continue their spree
of murders. Plot 17-year-old Frank the Butcher is a petty criminal whose profession comes at a cost. The series' lead character Drago
has been transformed into a cannibal by Mora. His girlfriend Nora has been forced to partake in his cannibalistic practices. She has

been killed and eaten by Mora, but not before shooting Drago. After the incident, Frank and his gang become more involved in
cannibalistic activities, after they meet the remains of a mysterious girl named Becky, who was killed by a hiker a few days before.

Mora secretly follows them and kills them. After all this, Frank is later found by the police. In order to elude the authorities, Frank and
his gang travel to a nearby forest and meet the mysterious girl who just now died. Upon hearing her story, Frank refuses to kill her,

because he can never harm someone for the same reason he himself has become a cannibal. He decides to carry her off with him. Cast
Kane Hodder as Frank the Butcher Mykelti Williamson as Drago Tony Todd as Mora Ray Wise as Dickie Omid Djalili as Hodges
Jason Mewes as Mitch James Duval as Hammer Andrew Howard as Tommy Noel Fisher as Young Tommy Richard Fisher as Greg

Callie Hernandez as Becky Production Hodder had previously appeared in Hatchet, in which he played the character of "Big T." The
part of "Big T." was initially played by Greg Sestero. In the film's first act, Sestero was supposedly eaten by "Big T." and ended up in

the background until the midpoint of the film, where he is seen on a camera recording, as a look-alike, the film's final sequence.
Sestero was replaced by Jerry Orlando after the character was revealed to be a fraud. Orlando was seen by some fans to have replaced
Sestero, but Screen Gems later said that it was merely Sestero's look-alike. In Hatchet II, Sestero appears briefly in the film's opening

sequence, but is credited as "Jerry Orlando." Adam Green revealed during an interview with Dread
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AX II raises the battle where the original "Ax" ends, when the quiet but stoic Marybeth (Danielle Harris, Halloween franchise) barely
escapes... â–ºâ–º The Walking Dead: The Final Season - Episode 1 - The Nightfall - The Walking Dead: The Final Season - Episode 1 -
The Nightfall #7 - Ax II - Duration: 45:34 â–ºâ–ºâ–º Full Walkthrough The Walking Dead The Final Season [TWD The Final Season,
The Walking Dead, Final Season] Full Walkthrough Playlist:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHtNqz4zKDtQdKg5eCp0ZVljZNmw7_YV7y4cI5IHu0kXlJVt9jW3Nn6 fffad4f19a
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